
Old Seoul
<Old Seoul of Korea>

<Itinerary>

1.) Gyeongbokgung Palace with changing guard ceremony
2.) Bukchon Hanok Village
3.) Insadong alley
4.) Gilsangsa Buddhist Temple
5.) Gwangjang Traditional Market
6.) Naksan park with the city wall

Introduction
Gyeongbokgung Palace is the main place among 5 palaces in Seoul, it is a must-visit sight especially if it is the first 
time to visit Korea. 
Even though main building were restored and being restored now, it is still recommended because it is right in the 
center of old Seoul and they offer Changing guard ceremony at 10 am and 2 pm, twice a day.

Gyeongbokgung Palace



Introduction
The name Bukchon, which literally translates to "northern village," came about as the neighborhood lies north of two 

significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these Hanoks operate as cultural 
centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors with an opportunity to experience, learn and 
immerse themselves in traditional Korean culture.

Bukchon Hanok Village

Introduction
Insadong alley was the place for the markets, it started as a furniture market, then it became famous for the art galleries 

after the Korea war, many people used to come here to see and buy the arts and antiques, now you can find the best 
Korean traditional products here such as brushes, papers, fans, masks and potteries. Insadong is also famous for having 
many traditional Korean restaurants and tea houses, that’s right, you can only find that many tea houses only in 
Insadong in Korea

Insadong alley



Introduction
Gwangjang Market was the first permanent market in Korea and continues to thrive as a popular tourist destination 

today.

Gwangjang Traditional Market

Introduction
Buddhist temple located inside the nature in Seoul and it is not just a regular temple, it has a love story of a couple 
separated due to the division of Korea and it served as a fancy restaurants for those politicians until 70s and it became 
charming Buddhist temple that offers the tranquil environment of the city to its citizens.

Gilsangsa Buddhist Temple



Introduction
Naksan park was made when city decided to restore the eastern part of city wall, Seoul is surrounded by 4 mountains 
in each directions and the east one is the lowest at about 100 meter, so it is becoming popular among many people who 
would like to enjoy the city view especially at night.

Naksan park with the city wall


